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MY PATH
View the platform from a student perspective. This is where learners access their 
Recommended Path and Assignments. The Recommended Path includes nuggets 
suggested by AI and set by teachers.

Shows a student view of the courses you have assigned to your classes. 
You can view course strands and micro-lessons called ‘nuggets’ here.

View real-time data on student performance, effort and levels of understanding.

Explore the entire content library to find thousands of learning resources to use in 
your lessons.

Set nuggets to your whole class. These will appear in their Recommended Paths.

A useful homework setting tool. You can assign an existing nugget to a class or 
individual students. You can also set tasks you have created yourself.

Select which courses your classes will study here. You can also manage your classes, 
set up new groups and reset student passwords in this area. 

QUICK START GUIDE



1  Select a pre-loaded class or set up a new class.

3  Use this page to add 
additional teachers 
to the class and reset 
student passwords by 
clicking on a student.

CLASS ADMIN1. HOW TO ASSIGN COURSES

2  Choose courses to 
assign to the class.

Use the Teacher Dashboard to monitor student 
performance and identify class trends. 

TEACHER DASHBOARD3. HOW TO VIEW STUDENT DATA 

MARKBOOK TAB  
See time spent 
and scores at a 
class or individual 
student level. You 
can filter results by 
date completed.

NUGGETS TAB  
Question-
level analysis 
of nuggets 
allows you to 
view individual 
answers and 
class trends.

INTERVENTIONS 
TAB  
View learners’ 
performance and 
effort to identify 
students to 
support or praise.

Use My Planner to get your whole class 
to complete a nugget or a diagnostic. 
1  In the planner tab, choose the class 

and course.

2. HOW TO SET A NUGGET

2  Click ‘Add plan’ and select 
the date for the plan to start.

3  Preview and select nuggets 
to add to your plan.

4  Decide how long these 
nuggets will appear in the 
Recommended Path and 
save your plan. Students 
will see the ‘Set by teacher’ 
icon to know these have 
been assigned by you.

5  Once you’ve  
made a plan for 
one class you 
can import this 
plan for another 
class.

6  Come back 
to My Planner 
to review 
completion.

MY PLANNER

Praise for commitment

Needs more effort

Needs stretch

Needs support
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